One of the most learning and educational experiences we have had in our higher education. Robin (the
BLCC General Manager) teaches us about the world of business.
Although it’s difficult to start the internship during quarantine, our onboarding process was
smooth. Meeting people you work with through zoom is definitely a bizarre experience, but luckily
after one month we finally met each other in person, and we met Robin in our last month.
For us, traineeship at the BLCC is an enriching and informative experience. It is a great pleasure to
work in a supportive team. We had the opportunity to draft newsletters and promotional social
media posts, interview high-level professionals, design and contribute to two editions of the BLCC
Digital Magazine, visit the offices of our corporate members, and so much more. In turn, we not only
developed communication, interpersonal and management skills but also learned about the
business culture in different industries.
We had the pleasure of meeting trainees from other chambers. We both worked independently and
in the team, and we very much enjoyed communicating within the team, with business people, and
within the social context. Working alongside Robin was such a great experience, he knows the ins
and outs of business, especially in Asia. He is open to teach and answer any questions you may have.
The traineeship at the BLCC was a great opportunity to expand our network as you get in touch with
all kinds of high-level professionals. We learned more about the importance of coffee culture in
Hong Kong as this is the way to get to know people. Working at the BLCC gives you the excuse to
contact any person in our membership who you find interesting to invite for a coffee.
We have done events as webinars, the pleasure to experience the warzone event, to have drinks at
one of the famous BLCC happy hours. Calling and doing in-person interviews was quite a learning
experience. We also wrote our own articles for the digital magazine and we were given freedom to
be creative. In addition we worked together with our fellow BLCC’s in Asia to organize high-profile
speakers events and listened to inspiring people.
Of course, then there is the chance to experience the Asian culture. Hong Kong has it all! On the
weekends, meet up with friends and explore the unique chance to enjoy the incredible nature, views
and beaches Hong Kong has to offer. Afterwards, you can enjoy some of the most delicious food.
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